
 

Fire regimes can change genetic patterns of
animal species, study finds
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Case studies which demonstrate the three mechanisms by which fire regimes
impact genetic patterns of fauna. Differently coloured dots represent different
genotypes or genetic groups. i) Fire acts as a selective pressure on Tetrix
subulata. Individuals with the melanistic genotype have a greater chance of
survival in recently burnt areas, due to greater camouflage from predators,
leading to changes in genotype frequency in burnt and unburnt habitat (Forsman
et al., 2011). ii) Low survival rates of Mallee emu wrens (Stipiturus mallee)
during fire causes a loss of genetic diversity. As post-fire vegetation succession
proceeds and habitat enters the preferred mid-successional stage, external
recolonisation occurs, leading to genetic admixture and more genetically
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homogenous populations (Brown et al., 2013). iii) Eastern collared lizards
(Crotaphytus collaris collaris) inhabit open glades and dense forest prevents
dispersal and gene flow. Prescribed burns create open habitat, restoring gene
flow through the meta-population (Neuwald and Templeton, 2013). Credit: 
Biological Conservation (2023). DOI: 10.1016/j.biocon.2023.110169

Monash University scientists have called for the increased integration of
genetic research into the field of fire ecology to ensure that conservation
management decisions are well-informed.

The call follows a study led by researchers from the Monash University
School of Biological Sciences that shows that both anthropogenic and
natural fire regimes have the capacity to impact genetic patterns of
animals.

The study, published in Biological Conservation is led by Professor David
Chapple, Associate Professor Jane Melville and Ph.D. candidate Jaclyn
Harris.

The research team collated global research on the impacts of fire
regimes on genetic patterns of fauna by conducting a systematic
literature search on the Web of Science on 20 September 2021.

"Local fire regimes have a defining role in shaping faunal diversity and
demographic trends," said Jaclyn.

As fire regimes are changing globally, due to anthropogenic activity and 
climate change, understanding the full impact of fire regimes is
becoming increasingly important.

"There is great conservation significance in using genetic or genomic
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studies to learn how fire affects endangered species," she said.

The existing research typically focuses on the implications of fire
regimes on species abundance and diversity, with limited understanding
of the genetic consequences.

"Our study found that different fire regimes have the potential to change
a variety of genetic patterns through molding natural selection, survival
and reproduction strategies, and dispersal mechanisms," said Jaclyn.

"Our research shows that fire regimes alter the genetic patterns of fauna
at an individual, population, and meta-population scale, despite the
minimal empirical research that has been conducted on the topic," said
Professor Chapple.

"It highlights the necessity for the increased integration of genetic
research into the field of fire ecology to ensure that management
decisions are well-informed," he said.

Only 37 papers were found by the research team to have empirically
examined the genetic impacts of fire on fauna or that attributed genetic
patterns to be a consequence of fire regimes.

"Inappropriate fire regimes can have a deleterious effect on endangered
species." It is hoped that by including genetic approaches, researchers
can inform practitioners on how endangered animals react to natural and
human-caused fires.

  More information: Jaclyn Harris et al, Genetic footprints of fire:
Understanding the genetic implications of fire regimes for fauna and
effective conservation strategies, Biological Conservation (2023). DOI:
10.1016/j.biocon.2023.110169
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